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A Posh Push
As her beauty brand enters its third year, Victoria Beckham is expanding into retail
distribution and new product categories. For more, see pages 8 and 9. PLUS: How supply
chain woes could impact holiday sales and entrepreneur April Gargiulo spills the tea.
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Beauty Bulletin
Alicia Keys
To Join WWD
Beauty CEO
Summit

By The Numbers:
Halloween
Beauty Search
Trends
Data from Spate points
to a rise in searches in
Halloween nail art.

The summit will take place
Nov. 17 and 18 in New York City.

BY JAMES MANSO

BY JAMES MANSO

DATA FROM SPATE places nail art
the top for Halloween beauty and
wellness searches, when ranked
by growth. "Nails are the top term
searched alongside the Halloween
category, when ranked by average
monthly search volume," said
Yarden Horwitz, cofounder of
Spate. "The nail category overall
is experiencing strong growth
this year, so this will likely be a
main area of focus for consumers
embracing holiday beauty trends."
Also among the searches are
an unlikely contender: interest
in Halloween fragrances are
spiking. "Searches for Halloween
perfumes and colognes do not
include specific brands," Horwitz
said, noting that home fragrance
is also trending. "For Halloween
candles, consumers are specifically
searching for Yankee Halloween
candles, Bath & Body Works
Halloween candles, and Halloweenscented candles."
Although the search volume for
Halloween beauty trends is down
overall when compared to 2019,
they have risen from last year,
Horwitz added.
Here, see the top beauty
trends searched with the
term "Halloween," ranked by
percent growth.

¬ ALICIA KEYS will be among the

25 speakers at the 2021 WWD Beauty
CEO Summit.
The summit, in its first in-person
iteration since 2019, has added the
multihyphenate entertainer and Keys
Soulcare founder to a speakers list
that includes many of the industry's
top executives. Smaller brands
are also being represented at the
summit, which will take place Nov. 17
and 18 at Cipriani South Street in
New York City.
The event's name is "A World
Changed, a Business Transforming,"
and will cover myriad topics
across an industry reshaped by
the pandemic. Speakers will touch
on the shifting retail landscape
as lines between mass and prestige
blur; how consumers approach
what they want from brands; key
opportunities in global markets;
how wellness and beauty intertwine,
and the importance of purpose in
brand propositions.
“Over the last 18 months, we’ve
seen more change in consumers and
the beauty industry than we saw in
the last decade,” said Jenny B. Fine,
executive editor, beauty, WWD and
Beauty Inc. “At the upcoming Beauty
CEO Summit, leaders from both
the established players and most
innovative emerging brands and
retailers will share how they are not
just navigating — but winning — in the
new reality.”
The speakers will include retailers
such as Dave Kimbell, chief executive
officer, Ulta Beauty; Musab Balbale,
merchandising vice president, beauty,
Walmart; Nyakio Grieco and Patrick
Herning, cofounders, Thirteen Lune;
and Carla Vernón, vice president,
consumables categories, Amazon.
Manufacturer executives include
Alex Keith, CEO, P&G Beauty;
Tarang Amin, chairman and CEO,
E.l.f. Beauty; Kory Marchisotto, chief
marketing officer, E.l.f. Beauty and
Keys Soulcare; Ron Gee, president
and CEO, Shiseido Americas and
global M&A leader, Shiseido Group;
Gena Smith, senior vice president,
human resources, global executive

TOP BEAUTY TRENDS
SEARCHED WITH THE TERM
"HALLOWEEN," RANKED BY
PERCENT GROWTH.
1. Fake Halloween nails

Alicia Keys

+62.2 percent

and creative recruitment, LVMH
Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton; Tracey
T. Travis, executive vice president,
finance and chief finance officer,
The Estée Lauder Cos.; David Huang,
chairman, CEO and founder, Yatsen
Holdings Ltd.; Tim Coolican, CEO, Milk
Makeup, and JuE Wong, CEO, Olaplex.
Brand founders in addition to Keys
will include Tracy Anderson, CEO and
founder, Tracy Anderson and Tracy
Anderson Method; Amanda Chantal
Bacon, CEO and founder, Moon Juice;
Josh Kilmer-Purcell and Brent Ridge,
cofounders, Beekman 1802; Jonathan
Van Ness, founder of JVN; Violette,
CEO and founder, Violette_FR and

global creative director, makeup,
Guerlain; Nancy Twine, founder and
CEO, Briogeo.
Speakers from tech will include
Jeremi Forman, chief business
officer, Snap Inc.; Brian McDevitt,
managing director, home and
personal care, Google; and Taylor
Hamilton, CEO, ReCommerce.
Event sponsors include
AlixPartners, American Express,
Anisa, Beauty Barrage, Dash
Hudson, Google, Harris Williams,
Impact Analytics, Katten, Michel
Dyens, Amazon Premium Beauty,
ReCommerce, The Sage Group, Snap
Inc. and Tribe Dynamics.

Tk Caption

2. Halloween pedicure
+46 percent

3. Halloween Press-on Nails
+43.9 percent

4. Halloween acrylic nail
+42.2 percent

5. Halloween man cologne
+34.8 percent

6. Cat-eye makeup Halloween
+31.6 percent

7. Halloween eyeshadow
+26.0 percent

8. Halloween candles
+21.8 percent

9. Halloween perfume
+16.5 percent
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WWD Beauty Inc, Yellowbrick,
FIT Team Up for Online Course
Called Beauty Business Essentials, the course will cover key
components of successful beauty businesses. BY JAMES MANSO
WWD BEAUTY INC has entered a
new partnership to educate the next
crop of beauty industry leaders.
WWD Beauty Inc, Yellowbrick
and Fashion Institute of Technology
have teamed up on a new online
course, called Beauty Business
Essentials. The program includes
far-reaching analysis on the beauty
industry, including entrepreneurship
and intrapreneurship, product
development, brand development,
marketing strategies, retail and
distribution.
"For the past 20 years, Beauty Inc
has been the leading business-tobusiness source for trends and analysis
in the industry," said Jenny B. Fine,
executive editor, beauty, WWD and
Beauty Inc. "We launched our digital
newsletter last year to dig even deeper
into the explosion of new brands,
new categories and new talent in the
beauty industry. Now, in partnering
with Yellowbrick and FIT, we're able
to take the next step and help educate
a new wave of talent and support the
industry we value so much."

WWD Beauty Inc,
Yellowbrick and FIT have
teamed up for a new
online course focused on
the business of beauty.

The program is divided into five
modules, which add up to more
than 15 hours of instruction and
project time. The modules are called
"Beauty Industry Entrepreneurship
and Intrapreneurship," "Product
Development and Production

Management," "Building a Successful
Beauty Brand," "Beauty Business
Marketing Strategies" and "Retailing
and Distribution."
The program's contributors
range from academics to industry
professionals. Virginia Bonofiglio,

associate chairperson of the cosmetics
and fragrance marketing program at
FIT; Delphine Horvath, professor of
cosmetics and fragrance marketing at
FIT; Christine Chang and Sarah Lee,
cofounders and co-chief executive
officers of Glow Recipe; Jessica
Richards, founder of Shen Beauty;
Karen Chambers, executive vice
president, Iman Cosmetics; Umar
ElBably and Fenton Jagdeo, cofounders
of Faculty.
The partnership is a reaction to the
explosive growth in the beauty industry
in recent years, and its resilience in
spite of the pandemic. "The beauty
sector is poised to grow another 50
percent over the next six years and
we see it as our mission to leverage
our expertise to help educate the next
generation of beauty leaders," Daniel J.
Gerger, director, center for continuing
and professional studies, FIT, said in
a statement. "The program is one way
we're working to do that."
"Beauty has emerged as one of
the most exciting and expressive
industries on the planet; full of artistry,
opportunity and growth, added
Rob Kingyens, CEO of Yellowbrick.
"Through our work with FIT and the
staff at WWD Beauty Inc, we aim to
help open this industry further to
highly motivated, creative, untapped
talents who are eager to make their
own mark on the industry."

The Fragrance Foundation Hosts DEI Webinar
The event included execs from LVMH, Firmenich, Givaudan and more. BY JAMES MANSO
THE FRAGRANCE Foundation
reinforced its diversity efforts with a
virtual event.
On Wednesday, The Fragrance
Foundation offered its first diversity,
equity and inclusion webinar, called
Industry Perspectives on Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion. Helen Shelton,
global chief diversity and inclusion
officer of Finn Partners, moderated
the panel.
Speakers included Chris Collins,
founder, World of Chris Collins;
Corey Smith, head of diversity and
inclusion, North America, LVMH Moët
Hennessy Louis Vuitton; Rob Smith,
chief executive officer and founder, The
Phluid Project, and Linda Song, senior
perfumer, Givaudan.
In his opening remarks for the
webinar, Jerry Vittoria, president of fine
fragrance at Firmenich and chairman
at The Fragrance Foundation, doubled
down on the organization's efforts.
"Our definition of diversity goes beyond
gender into all contexts in which people
may identify themselves as a minority
group," he said. "In order to drive
diversity, inclusion and belonging in our
industry, we are all committing to high
goals. Not only are these goals the right
thing to do, but these initiatives are

sure to benefit our bottom line."
The foundation's president, Linda
Levy, said fostering conversation was
among the tenets of the organization's
diversity philosophy moving forward.
"#FragranceForwardTFF is our DE&I
headline for multiple elements. We
are providing a sustainable platform
for the industry to share ideas and
perspectives," Levy said. "We are
creating access for historically excluded
communities. Our goal is to foster a
fully inclusive industry that represents
the world that we serve."
The event's four panelists showcased
an array of viewpoints on various
subjects, ranging from career obstacles
to their own trajectories.
"My career started with an obsession
for fragrance," Collins said. "It wasn't

going to be easy because a lot of people
in the industry didn't look like me. I
took this as an opportunity, and an
obsession turned into a business."
To that end, Collins' business has
fared well, although he added he
thinks success would've come more
readily in a more inclusive landscape.
"I'm already an anomaly because most
men or women in perfume are white
or European," he said. "I feel like I
have to work twice as hard in order to
be respected."
Song agreed, noting that room
for improvement is just as systemic
as it is personal. "Having white,
European males as leaders means
we tend to mostly hire and promote
white European males," she said.
"Our industry has a lot of room for

The Fragrance Foundation's diversity, equity and inclusion webinar included
executives from Givaudan and LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton.

improvement, most importantly in
pay equity."
Gender was also a focus for Rob
Smith, who founded the first genderfree retail storefront, which he said
was the merging of "my passion for
social justice with retail experience,"
including at Macy's Inc.
Smith posited that while talking to
consumers about social justice, having
a reflective internal culture was the
best way to build trust. "Change doesn't
just happen with allyship, it happens
with advocacy, and real change
happens with activism," he said. "When
it comes to action, people go straight
to marketing. But that means nothing
if that doesn't start with the intention
and doing the work inside, educating
your team. A lot of folks are afraid to
cross over because they're afraid they
haven't done that work."
Similarly, Cory Smith placed
the onus on fellow employees and
organization leaders. "It's not charity,
it's not equity — you have to educate
yourself," he said. "You have to be an
active listener for what the needs of
a community are. To leverage your
privilege, you have to know what
you're leveraging and the tangible
results you want on the other side."
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The Italian beauty company teamed up with social
enterprise Plastic Bank on a global campaign
aimed at preventing 100 tons of plastic from
invading the oceans. BY SANDRA SALIBIAN
MILAN — Davines Group — the
Italian beauty company that owns
professional hair care and skin care
brands Davines and Comfort Zone —
has teamed up with social enterprise
Plastic Bank on an initiative raising
awareness about plastic.
Dubbed “Rethinking Plastic,”
the global campaign is aimed at
preventing 100 tons of plastic from
invading the oceans by the end of the
year, while improving the quality of
life of local populations involved in
collecting the material, which is one
of the most frequently deployed in
the packaging of beauty products.
In particular, Plastic Bank builds
ethical recycling ecosystems in
coastal communities enabling local
collectors to exchange their plastic
waste for premiums, which help them
provide basic family necessities such
as groceries, cooking fuel, school
tuition and health insurance. Then,
the collected material is recycled to
be reintegrated into products and
packaging as part of a closed-loop
supply chain.
Through a blockchain platform,
Plastic Bank secures the transaction
and provides real-time data

AGF88
Holding
Introduces
Sinesia
Brand
The professional line
combines hair care
and skin care with
multitasking products
and rituals that “treat
face, hair and scalp as a
unique, interconnected
universe.” BY SANDRA SALIBIAN
MILAN — “Mind the time” is the
claim Italian professional hair care
and skin care manufacturer AGF88
Holding has picked to promote its
newest brand Sinesia.
Originated upon an idea of Afsoon
Neginy, who’s chief operating officer

visualization, ensuring transparency
and traceability throughout the process.
Indonesia, Brazil and the
Philippines are the areas involved
in the project supported by Davines
Group, since these countries present
high pollution and poverty rates
due to the lack of waste treatment
infrastructure and the dependency on
disposable packaging.
“It has become obvious that the
only way to accelerate the needed
transformation from the current
socio-economic extractive model
toward a new regenerative paradigm
— a transformation that can no
longer be postponed — is that of
creating multilateral alliances and
coalitions working together to reach
that objective,” said Davines Group’s
chairman Davide Bollati, who defined
the partnership with Plastic Bank “a
new step forward in our ongoing path
of sustainability and regeneration.”
Since getting the B Corp
certification in 2016, the Davines
Group — which generated 153
million euros sales last year — has
strengthened its commitment in
rethinking actions in favor of a
regenerative approach.

Sinesia's Biotic
Formulas line.

business and sustainability director
of the group, the professional label
is rooted in the concept that time is
the contemporary luxury, which was
translated into an offer consisting
of multitasking products and rituals
to better respond to customers’
preferences and schedules.
Another key element is that the
brand targets anything “from the neck
above, treating face, hair and scalp as
a unique, interconnected universe,”
said Neginy, who concocted a line
combining hair care and skin care to
use both at professional salons as well
as at home.
The brand further targets all the
current beauty trends, responding not
only to the market’s demand for quick,
multifunctional solutions, but also for

For one, it focused on increasingly
developing packaging based on
eco-design principles, producing
lighter solutions from recycled
materials or renewable sources from
a single material, which are easier to
dispose of and recycle. In doing so,
it estimated to have saved more than
640 tons of plastic from 2014 to 2020.
Overall, last year, as in the
two previous years, the company
succeeded in sending zero production
waste to disposal sites, recovering
86.3 percent of the total through
recycling or energy conversion. In
particular, 59 percent of all of plastic
packaging came from renewable
sources or was recycled.
Running through the end of the
year, the Rethinking Plastic campaign

is not the first environmental
initiative promoted by the group.
As reported, for Earth Day earlier
this year, the company launched
a collective challenge through the
AWorld app with the goal to save 80
tons of CO2 in three months.
Over the summer, it also teamed
with the Rodale Institute nonprofit
specialized in regenerative
organic agriculture, expanding its
headquarters in Parma, Italy, to
include a regenerative organic farm,
research center and education hub
aimed at supporting local farmers
as well as exploring ways in which
agricultural practices can influence
the supply chain of personal care
products while simultaneously
helping to mitigate climate change.
Davines Group and
Plastic Bank are
teaming up.

the quest of vegan-friendly, natural
formulations and environmentally
mindful packaging, as it favors
biodegradable and refillable options.
Sinesia’s debut collection includes
more than 20 products spread across
five different themes that fall into
two main categories, dubbed “Slow
Motion” and “Like a Click.” The former
focuses on lengthier rituals while the
latter delivers performance through
quicker solutions.
As result, relaxing and detoxifying
night treatments, no-rinse products
and aromatherapy properties are
included in the first group, while
multivitamin boosters and waterless,
powder formulations for concentrated
actions define the second category.
Overall, textures and formats
encompass whipped mousses, creams,
masks, patches and drops.
With prices ranging from 21 euros
to 90 euros, the brand debuted this
month in Italy at a selection of beauty
salons, with the goal to reach 800
professional doors in its first year.
Distribution will gradually expand
in other nine countries in Europe,
including Spain, Germany, France
and Poland.

“We are known for developing
brands for different needs. This is
for us a premium line and won’t be
our last. For sure, it’s one of the first
brands that already debuts with the
same strength both in hair care and
skin care,” said AGF88 Holding chief
executive officer Federico Pegorin.
Headquartered a 40-minute
drive from Padua, in Italy’s Veneto
region, the Pegorin family-run group
controls and coordinates the three
companies and production sites of
Pettenon Cosmetics, Biocosm'ethics
and G&P Cosmetics, along with
other firms and subsidiaries as
well as 11 laboratories and five
professional training academies.
In addition to manufacturing
hair care and skin care products
for third parties, professional
brands developed by the group
include Alter Ego, Alama, Echosline,
Inebrya, Byotea and Fanola, among
others.
Last year, the holding reported
revenues of 159 million euros, 70
percent of which were generated
outside Italy. The group, which
counts more than 500 employees, is
present in 114 countries globally.

Davines Group campaign photograph by Gabriele Di Martino

Davines Group Launches
'Rethinking Plastic' Initiative

Research
is the
reason
I’m alive
MIRIAM, 36
T R E AT E D F O R
T R I P L E - N E G AT I V E
BREAST CANCER

Only the science we support now will be there for us tomorrow.
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Sarah Creal and
Victoria Beckham
photographed at
SohoWorks in
Brooklyn.

Victoria Beckham
Bets Big on Beauty
Come for the packaging, stay for the performance.
Two years after launch, the brand — and its famed
founder — are taking its have-it-all ethos into new
countries and categories.
BY JAMES MANSO

PORTRAIT BY WESTON WELLS

VICTORIA BECKHAM BEAUTY
might be taking the slow and steady
approach to growth, but Victoria
Beckham herself is not.
The fashion designer, beauty
entrepreneur and former Spice Girl
was in New York last week, promoting
her makeup and skin care line,
making stops everywhere from "The
Tonight Show With Jimmy Fallon" and
"Good Morning America" to Bergdorf
Goodman to her brand's Brooklyn

offices, where Beauty Inc photographed
her. Beckham arrived with as much
specificity on wardrobe, lighting and
location as she does with her pigments’
packaging and performance.
The attention to detail is paying
off. Victoria Beckham Beauty’s
message — that one shouldn’t have to
compromise between performance,
luxury experience and formulas billed
as “clean” — is striking a chord. The
brand saw triple-digit growth last
year, in addition to its customer base
quadrupling, Beckham said. Neither
she nor chief executive officer and
cofounder Sarah Creal would comment
on sales, but industry sources estimate
the brand will reach between $20
million and $22 million in global gross
sales in 2022.
“It’s been such a whirlwind,"
Beckham said. "We were a true start-up
when we started. We were profitable
after 15 months as a business, which
is pretty incredible considering that
we launched just five months before
COVID-19 hit. We’re on track to be
profitable again this year, as well.”
Beckham’s New York-based team,
led by Creal, has doubled in size since
launch, from six to 13. “We’ve done this
and we’re such a small team, but we’re
growing,” Beckham added — enough so
for the company to gain office space at
Soho Works in Brooklyn, N.Y.
“We wanted the team to be able
to have their own space, but also be
able to feed off of the creative energy
and collaborate,” Creal said. “We’re at
the age and stage where we want to
have that.”
Despite Beckham’s other endeavors,
including her namesake fashion brand,
which is based in the U.K., she said
centralizing the team also allowed
her to be as heavily involved as she
is in every step of the business as she
positions it for future growth.
“We’ve had to adapt, we’ve
succeeded, and we’ve got everything
that we need to achieve,” Beckham said.
For every aspect of the business, “we’ve
really considered all of the little details.
For example, [we've spent] just hours
of discussing the exact positioning of
the horn pattern on the packaging. It
looks very effortless, it looks easy, but
it’s very considered.”
Beckham’s beauty assortment
launched with makeup at the end of
2019, followed shortly by two skin
care products in partnership with
Augustinus Bader. Today, the brand
spans both categories, with prices
ranging from $24 for lip liners to $210
for a serum. Despite comprising just
two products, skin is one of the brand's
bestselling categories; in color, Posh
Lipstick and Bitten Lip Lip Tints have
been standout performers.
Beckham is also building out
distribution, moving from direct-toconsumer to brick-and-mortar. Last
week, Victoria Beckham Beauty made
its debut at Bergdorf Goodman, its

Location courtesy of SohoWorks Brooklyn.
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first physical location. Online, it is
sold on Net-a-porter, Violet Grey in
the U.S., Cult Beauty and its own
e-commerce site.
For Bergdorf Goodman, the decision
to launch the beauty brand was a
no-brainer. “We’ve had a longstanding
relationship with Victoria Beckham,
and Bergdorf was the first to launch
Victoria Beckham Collection in 2009,”
said Yumi Shin, Bergdorf Goodman’s
chief merchant. “We’re always looking
to offer exceptional, luxurious,
technologically advanced products
and one-of-a-kind experiences.
That curation and building strong
partnerships is at the heart of what
we do.”
Bergdorf Goodman expanded its
assortment of trending beauty brands
earlier this year with the launch of
its BG Beauty Edit shop-in-shop.
Shin said the business is “performing
above expectations,” while adding that
Beckham’s have-it-all ethos resonates
with the retailer’s clientele. “Clean
beauty is especially very important
— not just products that are clean,
but products that perform. Not only
just color, but it’s also skin care that’s
high-performing product and also
very clean. Also, what makes Victoria
Beckham Beauty stand out is the really
luxurious packaging. We’ve had a really
early, really strong response to the
entire product line.”
When the brand first launched as
direct-to-consumer, Creal’s imperative
was to gain sharper consumer insight
into who is buying Victoria Beckham
Beauty and why. “This is something we
felt strongly about from the beginning,
that we establish a relationship with
our customer, because we wanted
to really understand what it is they
want,” she said. Now that it is entering
its third year, Creal and Beckham are
eager to have consumer touch and feel
the products firsthand.
“That’s one of the challenges when
you launch direct-to-consumer,"
Beckham said. "You have to work very
hard on those assets for the customer
to really see the formulas and the
palettes to understand the formulas.
You do want to have a destination
where they can go and physically try
the product. There’s nothing like going
in somewhere physically and actually
trying it.”
As for further retail partnerships,
Creal said the strategy is to proceed
with caution. “Our wholesale plans are
going to be thoughtful, like everything
else. It’s a slow and steady approach.
Given the times that we’re in, we’re just
taking it one step at a time and really
doing it well. That’s our goal,” she said.
While sales are off to a fast start
at Bergdorf Goodman, parlaying
Beckham's celebrity status into sales
hasn’t worked in every market. The
brand pulled out of China, where it
launched in July 2020 with a storefront
on Alibaba’s Tmall Global.

“Frankly speaking, we bit off more
than we could chew. We were too
much of a start-up with no boots on
the ground, and I would just not do
that again,” Creal said. “It was a much
heavier lift than I anticipated, and I’m
not a fan of not doing things well.”
Going into China had a steep
learning curve, which Creal said will
inform reentry when the brand has
grown enough to sustain a heavier
presence there. “You have to have
authentic relationships with the key
opinion leaders, and that is something
that takes more time coming in as a
Western brand,” she said. “Everyone
has an opinion, everyone will tell
you there’s one way to enter China,
and there are 25. There’s no exact
roadmap. You have to be able to
continue to put time, energy and
resources against this constant pivot
that you need to do in order to make
things resonate in that market.”
In the meantime, Victoria Beckham
Beauty is focusing on English-speaking
markets. Creal said “the U.S. is a
massive opportunity, and is our biggest
market right now, but there’s huge
potential for growth here.” The U.K.,
Beckham's home market, is the brand's
second-largest.
Beyond that, it also opened Australia
and Canada, where the brand now
ships and has paid advertising.
“Australia, in particular, has overindexed versus what we thought it
would do, so we definitely see an
opportunity there,” Creal said. “We can
gauge that based on how many people
are ordering from Australia either
through the U.K. or the U.S. websites.
We saw demand was significant enough
to open an Australian storefront.”
Canada has also been promising,
where Creal said results were
“significant.”
The duo are also keeping close tabs
on markets in the E.U., which require
more delicacy, Creal said. “We’re
taking a closer look at France, Italy
and Germany. But the thing you’re
dealing with there is translation, and
moving out of English as the language.
Whenever that happens, you really
have to take much more into context,
the tone and manner and culture.”
In terms of products, Beckham is
looking to expand into burgeoning
categories. Rather than be dictated
by product trends, her product
development strategy is to follow the
consumer. “It’s about what I want, what
we want, and it’s not about jumping on
a bandwagon or trend,” she said, noting
there's a robust launch calendar that
covers the next three years. “It’s what
we want to use as women.”
The newest launch is Cheeky Posh,
blush sticks in five shades, $42 each.
While color is core, Beckham and
Creal are also exploring all options.
“We’re especially excited about
fragrance, but we’re really looking at
all of the big categories," Beckham said.

Victoria Beckham
Beauty skin care
products,
developed with
Augustinus Bader.

"We’re just formulating a plan, we don’t
have anything set of what we’re going
to do it. It’s a very active discussion.”
Skin care continues to win for the
brand, too. “We’re also busy building
our business with Augustinus Bader,”
Creal said. “At Bergdorf’s, and it’s only
been a short period of time, skin care is
about 60 percent of our sales.
"Skin care is another thing that’s
been challenging to sell direct-toconsumer," she added, "but the minute
that people see it and what the change
is on their skin, it’s a no brainer, so
that’s doing really well.”
Beckham noted that creating skin
care up to spec for her own usage
translates well into consumer trust.
“Both myself and David [Beckham]
share skin care products, and we have
genuinely noticed a huge difference
in our skin,” she said. “Working
with Augustinus Bader has been
wonderful, and to have the same
level of [Bader's proprietary hero
ingredient] TFC8 in our products as
he has in his own is exciting.
“These are all products that I have
been searching for and haven’t been
able to find,” Beckham continued.
“There’s a lot of product out there, but
for me, I couldn’t find what I needed
in my makeup bag. So it’s very honest,
and my customer gets a sense of that.
I’m not a professional makeup artist,
so the products are also relatively easy
to use.”
Ease of use is key to communicating
with consumers, who want to hear
about products directly from Beckham
herself. That one-on-one approach
drives the brand's content strategy.
“We’ve tried a lot of different things,
and in regards to performance, we
know that our macro videos really
work, so people can see the product,”
Beckham said. “We also like to show

a sense of humor and personality, and
that’s important to everything that I do.
We can have fun with our community.”
In terms of Beckham's core customer,
there is some overlap between fashion
and beauty, but a lot of differences,
too, Creal said. “They are the same
demographics. But the beauty customer
is very much so a beauty customer,"
she noted. "She’s really into beauty
and really into Victoria. She wants to
know, where is Victoria going, what is
Victoria doing and what is she using in
her beauty routine.”
To that end, for the launch of Cheeky
Posh, whose name nods to Beckham's
past life as a Spice Girl, video footage
of Beckham with the product saw
“engagement that has been just crazy,”
Creal said. The brand’s Instagram
following comes in at more than
500,000 followers; Beckham’s personal
account is just shy of 30 million.
For Beckham, whether she's posting
about fashion or beauty, her message
is the same. “It’s about making women
feel empowered, like the best versions
of themselves, and creating product
that I want in my wardrobe and my
makeup bag,” she said.
“The development process is
lengthier with beauty for all the
obvious reasons, and my entire team
is based in the U.S., whereas I’m in the
office in London every day working on
fashion, but it’s a very different way of
working,” she continued.
Part of Beckham’s goal is cohesion
between both her fashion and beauty
businesses. “When I do a fashion
show, of course, I want the girls to
be wearing our makeup. When we
do a makeup shoot, I want anything
below the neck to be my clothes,” she
said. “I love that I can do this without
compromising on quality, execution
and design.” ■
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How Global Supply
Chain Challenges
Will Impact Holiday
Beauty Shopping
The aftermath of today's port congestion,
shipping challenges and factory shutdowns
will play out throughout the holiday season
into 2022, experts say. BY ALEXA TIETJEN
increases and inventory fluctuations
we are observing across the supply
chain currently."
Nick Benson, founder of Atelier, a
company that aggregates supply and
demand within beauty, said factors
such as rolling blackouts in China
have caused production delays that
cannot be anticipated.
"Some factories are at a 15
percent capacity, some even less,"
Benson said. "Glass factories, plastic
factories and chemical factories are
affected by that. We'll contact the
factory and they'll be, like, 'Sorry,
we can't send you a photo because
we can't get into our factory today.
Maybe tomorrow.'"
Benson said while some factories
are responding to power shortages by
installing photovoltaic cells, which
operate on solar power, the overall
reliability of factories overseas is
currently nebulous.
Still, beauty companies may be
better positioned than others to
respond to shipping and transport
challenges because of their highprofit margin.
"Airfreight is in the cards for
beauty," Benson said. "You might have
a margin sacrifice, but at the end
of the day, you can still airfreight to
a point."
Anderson said beauty companies
that "have brand power are going to
be in better shape."
"Products that will get some
advantages are those that are sold by
Walmart and Target," he said. "[These
retailers] have so much market
power, they're contracting their own
ships out of Asia and shipping them
to ports that aren't clogged.
"The nice thing about beauty
products is the volumes are relatively
small, as far as space," he said. "That
gives you an advantage in being able
to pay more money for space on cargo
ships. Also, it gives you more money
to be able to pay for trucks to do
shipping in the U.S. It doesn't help
the ports, necessarily — although if
you have enough of a margin and
you're buying enough products,
you might be able to make special
contract arrangements."

Beauty won't be
spared by supply
chain disruptions
this holiday season,
though there are
some silver linings
for big companies,
experts say.

Anderson predicts that transport
issues will continue throughout 2022.
"You may be looking at 2023 before
things settle down to something preCOVID-19-like" he said.
Some beauty companies are turning
to technology, such as augmented
reality, to solve for challenges like
travel restrictions. Laurent Mialhe,
senior vice president, global brand
supply chain, The Estée Lauder Cos.,
said via email that Lauder's global
supply chain and IT teams are able to
perform "remote factory acceptance
tests; help with onsite vendor
installations while avoiding travel,
and assist our commercialization
teams check new product launches
without physically being onsite
through the use of AR."
"Beyond the pandemic, it is a
sustainable, agile way to move
the business forward and partner
with colleagues around the globe
— especially during high consumer
demand during the holiday season,"
he said.
Large retailers and beauty
corporations may have the resources
to work around some supply
chain disruptions, though small
businesses will inevitably be
disproportionately impacted.
Wissink of Jefferies noted the
integral nature of small businesses
to the beauty ecosystem. Emerging
brands "lack scale to absorb elevated
costs, labor inflation and the risk
that gaps in sales put on working
capital and cash flow needs," posing

a need for support from partners,
including retailers.
"Given the importance of small
brands to the pace of newness and
innovation in the beauty category,
we expect retailers to work closely
to support these brands during this
transitory period of risk," Wissink
said. "Ultimately, the beauty industry
benefits when small brands flourish
— they foster a degree of excitement
that the industry relies upon to
grow engagement and they provide
for compelling future acquisitions
for large multinational companies
looking to augment organic growth."
Generally speaking, Wissink said
she has yet to observe "significant
inventory disruption" within beauty,
though she anticipates constraints
"as consumers return to stores to
shop for holiday gifts."
Inflection points to watch
throughout the holiday season
include gift-giving and "return to
socialization activities," which spur
spending on makeup, fragrance and
hairstyling products, Wissink said.
"We will be closely monitoring
availability of key gifting items,
recognizing that the upsized volumes
in the fourth quarter tend to be from
gift-giving," she said. "Typically by
this point, we start to see inventory
on selling floors that is a nod to
holiday gifting. We will be keeping
our eye on gift sets [and] how deep
retailers buy into inventory to
support gifting in beauty this year
versus prior years.
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BEAUTY WON'T BE spared by
supply chain disruptions this holiday
season, though there are some silver
linings for big companies, experts say.
A months-in-the-making
mixture of coronavirus-related
shutdowns, unpredictable — and
fatal — weather conditions, a dearth
of shipping and transport capacities
and a steep escalation in demand
for goods have come to a head,
resulting in a global supply chain
that is utterly overwhelmed. The
outcome is unprecedented congestion
at North America's largest ports and
inventory shortages that experts
say will drive up prices throughout
the holiday season.
"Demand for goods in general is
up, and it's problematic because
the first three months of COVID-19,
demand dropped," said Ed Anderson,
professor of information, risk and
operations management at The
University of Texas at Austin's
McCombs School of Business. "Ships
to transport raw materials from
Asia to the U.S. were scrapped,
so we ended up with less of a
transportation capability than we
had prior to COVID-19. Now, we're
in this situation where items that are
being produced in sufficient quantity
are being delayed. Normal shipment
times are assumed to be about six
weeks across the Pacific. Now, they're
running about 10 to 12."
There are 10 percent fewer
truck drivers this year than last,
Anderson estimated, citing high
turnover within truck driving and a
coronavirus-related lack of training
new drivers in 2020. Simultaneously,
the cost of ocean transport has
"jumped by a factor of eight," he said.
As a result, product prices are likely
to rise about 20 percent this holiday
season, according to Anderson. That
is, however, assuming product will
make it to retailers' shelves in time.
Stephanie Wissink, analyst at
Jefferies, told WWD via email
that while most beauty products
in the U.S. are produced in the
U.S., packaging, containers and
components are often sourced
overseas and are "subject to cost
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To a Tea

Eight years after
founding her cult
classic skin care brand,
Vintner’s Daughter, April
Gargiulo is taking her
botanical prowess to a
new type of brew.
BY JAMES MANSO

AS HER BRAND’S NAME may
suggest, April Gargiulo comes from a
lineage of vintners. Now, she’s taking
her ingredient expertise to another
variety of beverages: tea.
The entrepreneur is translating her
background in agriculture and skin
care into a new collaboration with Tea
Huntress, which consists of a bespoke
blend called Oolong Radiance,
available on Vintner’s Daughter’s
website for $35. The plants in the tea
mirror her products’ ingredient lists,
with nettle, alfalfa and mint serving
as the base of the recipe.
Like the rest of Gargiulo’s interests,
she came to tea as an enthusiast,
not an expert. “I don’t know a ton
about a lot of things, so I came to
this loving tea, and only knowing
a lot about the agriculture or
winemaking,” she said. “I didn’t
know all of the different methods
of combining teas and flavors, and I
came to the table knowing we didn’t
have to follow all of the rules.”
With that in mind, Gargiulo’s own
philosophical background drove
her interest in tea, starting with her
studies in Buddhism. “In the tea
world, there’s two philosophies: the
Western philosophy, that you drink
tea as a pick-me-up. Then, there’s
an Eastern philosophy that is about
this deep connection to source, and
the idea of connecting yourself with
the earth,” Gargiulo said. "I came to
tea through an Eastern philosophy
— I studied Buddhism for many
years and there was actually an
entire philosophy within Buddhism
surrounding tea and tea culture.
That’s how I started to investigate
and research and meet people.”
When she met Sarah Scarborough,
founder of Tea Huntress, Gargiulo
said the two instantly gelled.
“The collaboration really came
about through this shared reverence
for the natural world, and the
connection that the botanical
world allows,” Gargiulo said. “With
Vintner’s Daughter, we start with
some of the most powerful, nutrientdense whole botanicals in the world,
and over the course of three weeks,
we capture all of their beautiful
nutrition while they’re active.
“There’s this level of connection
that can happen with skin care —
when you open the bottle and you
have a sense of the botanicals that

Vintner's Daughter's
collaboration with
Tea Huntress.

Entrepreneur April Gargiulo.

greet you, and another layer of
connection when you’re physically
connecting with your skin as you’re
applying it,” Gargiulo continued.
“Sarah also believes in that
connection when you’re brewing
tea, you’re watching the leaves come
to life in hot water. Then, there’s

that sensorial connection when you
drink the tea.”
Gargiulo's blend also has benefits
for the skin, much like her fanfavorite skin care line. “Nettle has
one of the naturally highest levels
of silica, and silica is incredible
for skin, hair and nails. Then

you have spearmint, which is an
antibacterial, antifungal and great
for your intestinal flora. Alfalfa
has extraordinary amino acids and
vitamin C. Oolong tea in general is
just this extraordinary ingredient for
antioxidants,” she said.
Gargiulo said Vintner’s Daughter
fared well throughout the pandemic,
and although she doesn’t have any
products on the horizon — ”We don’t
want to create your next product,
we want to create the last product
you’ll need,” she said — the brand
just gained its carbon-neutral
and green business certifications.
Much like her tea, ingredients for
her skin care come from “some of
the most conscious growers in the
world, growing plants in a way that
allows them to have this incredible
vibrancy and more nutrition,” she
said. “Plants are the heart and soul
of Vintner’s Daughter.”

